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In: Classes, Dragon Age: Origin Gameplay Edit Share for Other Games, See Classes and Specializations (Dragon Age II), Classes and Specializations (Inquisition), and Classes and Skills (Dragon Age Legends). There are three classes - warrior, robber and magician.- In Dragon Age: Origin, each with four specialties. Six additional
specialties (two in the class) were added to the Dragon Age: Origins - Awakening extension. The basics of edit the source of editing Classes edit the source People and elves can be of any class, gnomes can not be magicians. Specializations to edit edit the source of specializations are subclass choices that additionally identify and
customize characters. Each character can have up to two specializations in Origins and up to three in Awakening. Most comrades join the party with one specialization preselected and thus able to take one more. Specialization is achieved in two stages. First, all specializations require unlocking through the trainer (the person who can
teach him), the manual (purchased from the vendor), or the plot of the event. Specializations can be unlocked at any level and will remain unlocked on subsequent replays. Thus, you can before you make a decision that will help you specialize, but will result in a loss of approval for party members to save, unlock specialization, and then
return to conservation. Secondly, in order to actually use the unlocked specialization, the character must spend the points of specialization. Characters will get one specialization point at level 7 and another at level 14. Specialization points can be saved for later levels or used at the middle level (the level button up on the stats sheet will be
active if there are unspent specialization points). In Awakening, the third specialization is provided at level 22. If you acquire an attribute point, skill point, or a spell or point of talent in the DLC Witch Hunt while at the maximum level, you can also get a majority point, even if it pushes your overall major to four. Taking a specialization
provides one-time bonus attributes and discovers special talents related to specialization. Note that the attributes bonuses provided by the majors are used as attributes modifiers (similar to the elements equipped) and do not change the values of the underlying attributes. Talents and spells with an attribute requirement check only for the
basic attributes of the attribute, meaning that the specialty attribute bonuses won't unlock talents or spells if you miss the listed attribute value that you need to study a particular talent/spell. Note: If you reinstall the game, most of the unlocked specializations may disappear. It's for unlocked by means other than books. Characters may
refuse to teach specialization even with high approval. This is because the specialization unlocks are designed to carry all the saved characters and are therefore stored outside the overall savegame savegame The game tracks this information through a profile.dap file - the same file that tracks achievements, etc. - located in your user...
Documents (BioWare) Dragon Age'Settings folder. If you want to keep the specialization unlocks through a (clean) re-installation or if you want to be able to go back to a blocked state (for example, if they become unlocked illegally/unintentionally through cheats, fashion, or the like), backing up and restoring that file is an option. Origin
specialties (edited by source editing) Warrior edit source Berserker First berserkers were dwarves. They sacrificed grace for a dark rage that increased their strength and resilience. After all, the dwarves have taught these skills to others, and now berserkers can be found among all races. They are known as terrifying opponents. The
Champion in Health No.2 Power-10 Champion is a veteran warrior and a confident leader in the fight. Possessing the skills on weapons impressive enough to inspire allies, the champion can also intimidate and demoralize enemies. These are the heroes you find commanding the army, or plunging headlong into danger, somehow making
it look easy. Reaver Demonic's cunning spirits teach more than the magic of blood. Reavers terrorize their enemies, feast on the souls of their slain enemies to heal their own flesh, and can unleash a blood frenzy that makes them more powerful as they come close to their own death. Constitution No. 5 of the physical resistance of the
Templars of the Mages, who renounce control of the Circle, become apostates and live in fear of the Forces of the Templars - the ability to dissipate and resist magic. As servants of the Chantry, the Templars have been the most effective means of controlling the spread and use of secret power for centuries. 2 Magics 3 Mental Resistance
Unlocking Edit Source Berserker unlocked Oghren or guide, available from the original stock of Gorim Saelac in the Denerim Market District for 11 0 0. The champion is unlocked, accepting the award for completion of Arl Radcliffe or taught by a secret companion. River is unlocked by Colgrim after he sided with him at the Sacred Ashes
urn. It is also unlocked in The Awakening guide from the bartender to the crown and the lion for 9 90 0. The Templars unlocked Alistair or guide, available from Bodahn Feddic in the party camp for 15 0 0. Rogue editing source Assassin Killer finds any notion of justice a quirky ideal that has no place in combat. Poisons are their weapons
of choice, as are the crippling blows that inflict permanent wounds on their enemies. As killers, the killers are a miracle of stealth and efficiency. 2 agility 2.5% critical chance (only in melee) Bard Bards to follow the Orles tradition, as assassins, spies, saboteurs and after other secretive pursuits in a constant, and sometimes petty, struggle
between nobles. After driving minstrel to a new level the bards are skilled performers and master manipulators; Bards can inspire their allies or discourage their enemies through song and fairy tale. Tricky duelists -2 willpower are deadly combatants who prefer to fight in light armor and launch light but precise attacks. Experienced duelists
have supernatural reflexes that allow them to evade the clumsy blows of rivals, as well as strike with amazing accuracy. 2 agility and rangers have an affinity for an open country and desert, but as independent scouts and militias, they are opportunists, not stewards of nature. They take full advantage of their environment, and can lure wild
beasts to attack their enemies. 1 Constitution5 Environmental Resistance Unlocking Edit Source Killer unlocked zeer or guide available from Alarith in his store in Denerim Alienage for 11 0 0. Bard unlocked Leliana or guide, available from Alimar's Emporium Alimar in Dust City for 14 0 0. Duelist unlocked Isabella's pearl after beating her
in the game, sleeping with her, or convincing her. The Ranger unlocked the lead available from Bodahn Feddic in the party camp for 15 0 0. Magician edit source Arcane Warrior Among the ancient elves, were magicians who taught them magical art to increase their fighting skills. They direct magical power through their weapons and
bodies, becoming horrors on the battlefield. Most believe that these skills are lost forever, but they can still linger in forgotten corners of the world. Arkan warriors can learn to use their magic score to meet the power requirements to equip higher-level weapons and armor. 2 Agility 5 Attack Blood Mage Every magician can feel the dark lure
of blood magic. Originally extracted from demons, these dark rites harness the power of blood, turning life into mana and giving the magician command over the minds of others. Such power comes with a price, however; The blood magician must sacrifice his health, or the health of allies, to fuel these abilities 2 constitutions 2 spellpower
Shapeshifter Rumors speak of barbarians who keep secrets of transforming the body in the form of animals. The circle of magi denies such rumors, but this rare art survives in the forgotten corners of Food. The skill of their bodies allows werewolves some protection, even in human form, making them strong opponents and loyal allies.
Armor Spirit of the Healer No.2 1 Not all entities of Fade are demonic. Many of them are benevolent entities consisting of vital energy that can be called to wash the flesh and heal the disease. Spiritual healers focus on directing the energy given by these spirits, making them indispensable members of the group Adventure. 2 Magic
0.25/0.5 Combat Health Regeneration Unlocking Edit Source Arcane Warrior Unlocked Soul, Caught in Philaqueteria Philacate in the Lower Ruins, available during (or after) the Nature of the Beast. The Blood Magician is unlocked by the Demon of Desire during Arle Radcliffe, if the Guardian is a magician, enters Fade personally and asks
for secrets. It can also be unlocked in The Awakening guide from the bartender to the crown and the lion for 9 90 0. Shapeshifter unlocked Morrigan or guide available from Varathorn in Camp Dalish for 12 0 0. The Spirit Healer is an unlocked guide, available from the wonders of Thedas in Denerim for 15 0 0 or from Levi Dryden in The
Peak Soldier (the latter requires a Kept DLC warden). Awakening Specializations (edited source editing) These specializations require Dragon Age: Origins - Awakening and cannot be used in Origins. Warrior edit source Guardian Many warriors foolishly believe that they can control the course of the battle on their own, but the Guardian
understands that the survival of an ally is just as important as the death of the enemy. Guards of order prefer to protect party members directly, but if necessary, they are ready to make personal sacrifices to their comrades to live. Constitution No. 5 nature resists the Spirit warrior Although spirit warriors use magical abilities, they are not
magicians; instead, they flirt with the inhabitants of Fade, who agree to increase mortal abilities in exchange for a glimpse of the physical world. Naturally, the Chantry Templars rarely acknowledge this distinction. The Guardian's 1 constitution5 physical resistance unlocking is unlocked through a guide purchased from Herren in The Yard
of Vigil's Keep for 12 0 0. Spirit Warrior is unlocked with a guide purchased from Octham the Grocer in Amarantin for 12 0 0. Rogue Edited Source Legionnaire Scout Most stories about the dwarf Legion of the Dead are probably concoctions of minstrels, but the trail of dark corpses that the Legion leaves behind proves the effectiveness of
their training. Legionnaires' scouts often travel ahead of their comrades, and therefore become known for unusual endurance, able to survive battles that will kill any other outing. No 2 agility 1 damage/hit Shadow There is no order or organization of shadows - they are self-taught elite crooks, masters of concealment and ambush. They
strike from the darkness, using personal baits and hallucinogenic poisons to distract enemies before sliding the dagger between their ribs. 1 Agility 5 Attack Unlock Edit Source Legionnaire Scout unlocked through a guide purchased from Glassric Weaponsmith in the city of Amaranthin for 12 0 0. Shadow is unlocked with a guide
purchased from Yuriah in Vigil's Keep - Throne Room for 12 0 0. Mage edit the source of Battlemage Some magicians specialize in spells that allow them to fight from afar. Battlemages, by contrast, prefer to wade into battle with their comrades, close enough to read the fear in the eyes of his opponents. Their spells primarily concern
personal preservation, as well as control over the elements in their immediate vicinity. No 2 Magic 0.25/0.5 Combat Health Regeneration Keeper Every Dalish Clan has a keeper, a wise mentor dedicated to preserving the ancient knowledge of the elves. It is exceptionally rare for a custodian to teach anyone other than a clan member
about a unique Dalish understanding of the magic of nature that focuses on controlling roots underground. 2 Magic 3 Mental Resistance Unlock Edit Source Battlemage unlocked with the help of a guide purchased from Ambassador Sulphur in Higil - Throne Room for 11 0 0. Keeper is unlocked with a guide purchased from Master Henley
in Amarantin for 12 0 0. Equipment edit source Class specific edit source For magicians, all staves are specific to them, but besides that it is a list of class/specialization specific equipment. Specialization specific edit source Arcane Warrior Spellweaver Blood Blood Mage Blood Ring Lifedrinker Templar Armor from the Plate Of Templar
Knights of the Divine Knight of Errors (edit the source of editing) PS3 If you use multiple volumes (through some other exploit) to get more talent/points of spell, than there are available talents/spells, you can get an additional specialization: use the specialization point, then use all the attribute points except one, and click the Automatic
Level up button. This will give you the specialty you have chosen. Leave the menu. The next time you open it, your specialty won't be shown, but the talents/spells out of it will be available for selection. Xbox360 Some specializations may remain blocked even after you meet the requirements to unlock them, and guides to teach them will
be unavailable for purchase. The confirmation needed xbox360 patch game can cause all unlocked specializations to be locked, forcing you to complete quests/buy guides to unlock them again. This can be fixed by restoring your gamertag: Get out of all profiles, select a login profile, select Gamertag Recovery, and enter information for
Xbox 360. Download the old save file, unlock one specialization, and store it in the new file. Get out of the game completely. When you reboot, all the specializations you've previously unlocked should be available again. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted. dragon age origins character builds
xbox 360. best character builds dragon age origins. dragon age origins ultimate edition character builds
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